Starting from the same broad conviction, Apocalyptic Sentimentalism by Kevin Pelletier and The Altar at Home by Claudia Stokes take us in remarkably different directions. Both authors contribute to the ongoing critical project of understanding antebellum sentimentalism, and on two things they agree: we need to take its religious goals seriously, and we need to rethink the relationship of the genre to Calvinism. Current scholarship assumes that sentimentalism was born out of Enlightenment-era thinkers' turn away from the pessimism of Calvinism and toward the optimism regarding human nature found in the Scottish Common Sense school of philosophy. Pelletier, however, insists that sentimentalism is pervaded by Calvinist influences and discourses. Stokes, by contrast, describes sentimentalism's indifference toward Calvinism, arguing that the Second Great Awakening contributed more to the growth of sentimentalism than did Calvinism, which was thoroughly in decline by the time the Awakening inspired the growth of sentimentalism in the United States.
For Pelletier, the religiosity of sentimentalism reveals a discourse not simply of love and sympathy but also of terror. Love and terror are two sides of the same coin, Pelletier argues. Today, we may find it hard to understand terror as an expression of love, but when David Walker talks about "the wrath of the Lamb, " he does so advisedly (qtd. in Pelletier 73). Sentimentalism remains a genre that encourages the reader to love her neighbor, but it also threatens the reader with eternal damnation and divine retribution if she does not. For Pelletier, sentimentalism is apocalyptic and radical, not simply bourgeois and tender. It may focus on local moments, but their significance inheres in an end-time structure. Its domestic portraits appear in the context of the millennium: the mother's embrace and home-cooked meal today are her admission into heaven tomorrow. That is the sunny side of sentimentalism. But the other side-apocalyptic warning-is sentimental too: the slaveholder's brutality today is his eternal damnation tomorrow. Because the apocalyptic meaning of the ordinary generates the basic structure of the sentimental plot, the effect of this literature is thus less simply one of "good feeling" than it is one of terror and anxiety.
Pelletier narrows his focus to antislavery uses of sentimental apocalypticism, in part because the need to love one's neighbor is so politically consequential in this literature. The first third of the book addresses the roots of apocalyptic sentimentalism and their emergence in the writings of David Walker, Maria Stewart, and Lydia Maria Child. The middle third analyzes the flowering of this discursive structure in Uncle Tom's Cabin and Dred. The book closes with a lengthy analysis of the writings by and about John Brown.
One of Pelletier's main points is that although sentimental morality stresses the need to love our fellow man, it does not explain how to make this happen. Scholars generally claim it pursues this aim by depicting models in which benevolent people love others and by encouraging readers to identify with both victims and benefactors. But, Pelletier asks, how will this bring readers to love slaves? It may show them that they should love the other, and it may even promote identification with others, but how will these accomplishments cause the reader to love another? For the authors he discusses, the answer is that it will not; readers need a stronger motivation. Hence, the authors pronounce threats of impending wrath if people do not love their fellow man. Filled with a sense of terror, this thinking goes, readers will devote themselves more assiduously to others' needs.
In order to understand how terror might promote love, Pelletier stresses the deep logic of claims like Stowe's that soon the nation "will have reason to tremble, when it remembers that the fate of nations is in the hands of One who is very pitiful, and of tender compassion" (qtd. in Pelletier 112). God is compassionate, so you should tremble? Yes. She explains: God particularly loves the poor, and he manifests this care in wrath against "those that oppress the hireling in his wages, the widow and the fatherless, and that turn aside the stranger in his right: and he shall break in pieces the oppressor" (112). God hates the enemies of those he loves, in other words. But as Pelletier's analysis unfolds, this logic becomes increasingly unsatisfactory. I found myself recalling the humorous slogan: "Beatings will continue until morale improves. " We all know this is funny because morale will not improve until the beatings stop; beatings do not promote cheerfulness, and even knowing that beatings will stop if one cheers up probably won't work. So, analogously, how is the threat of eternal damnation supposed to promote love? This is indeed a pressing matter, but I question Pelletier's framing of it. He argues that sentimentalism promotes love for the other by encouraging readers to identify with loving characters, and he naturally questions how identification with loving people would make us love the other. But I would characterize the logic of sentimentalism differently. Sentimentalism does not rely as much upon models of people who love others as it tries to create love for others directly. It asks us to identify with the other, to feel our way into an understanding of their situation. And it asks us to love them by depicting them as lovable. In other words, we do not love Eliza Harris because we identify with Mrs. Harris (who loves Eliza), but because Eliza seems worthy of our love: she is kind, loving, faithful, scared, honest, and courageous. And identification promotes our help because we realize she is in trouble, and our love makes us care about that trouble. There are more paths to love in sentimentalism than identification and terror.
One of Pelletier's important claims is that apocalypticism in sentimental abolitionism gives us a remarkably different hero than recent scholarship has portrayed. Contra the thinking of scholars like Maggie Sale and Robert Levine, Pelletier argues that a rebellious antislavery figure like David Walker is no liberal or republican hero-that is to say, an activist who promotes greater access to civic participation in the name of American principle. In fact, Pelletier argues, Walker does not try to present a respectable black figure worthy of emancipation. He is a terrorist. He seeks neither liberation nor emancipation nor redemption, but vengeance. His goal is to do God's will, which in his case is to incarnate the wrath of a deity who calls for justice and is enraged that it is not forthcoming. Walker abjures self-reliance, representing himself as submissive to God, as accepting the call to wield God's weapons of fury, and as indifferent to worldly aims.
As Pelletier notes, such strategies do not necessarily empower blacks in US society. The texts he studies at times portray African Americans as a hostile group that whites should not trust and who will never be able to be part of a pluralistic United States. Consequently, this literature provides fewer motives for emancipation than might be politically expedient. But whether politic or not, enfranchisement and expansion of civil liberties were not on the minds of the apocalyptic sentimentalists. They sought vengeance, and their sights were on the next world and the Second Coming.
That said, Pelletier demonstrates that apocalyptic sentimentalism represents important other forms of abolitionist agency. Above all, this discourse provides an important voice for the disenfranchised. When the only available model for liberation is the ideology of the oppressor nation, marginalized voices are stymied. Apocalyptic sentimentalism is a discourse that facilitates self-expression for these enraged and disenfranchised social abjects. At times expressing wrath, at other times the voice sounds oddly submissive. For some of the authors Pelletier studies, God is like a master who uses the speaker as his instrument, and the speaker explicitly renounces authority over his or her words and actions. Pelletier acknowledges the obvious danger for blacks in claiming selfabnegation as a form of agency, but he argues its value nonetheless.
Pelletier views Stowe as the representative author of nineteenth-century sentimentalism and stresses that the pairing of love and terror in her work is central both to it and to the genre in general. The goal of her aesthetic, he argues, is to intensify the reader's experience of the terrifying, almost sublime moral landscape of the United States. He shows that the apocalyptic meaning of Uncle Tom's Cabin situates the text's colonization ending in its proper context (although, as he notes, understanding that does not make it any less disturbing). And he finds the culminating expression of the sentimental apocalyptic discourse in John Brown, whose acts of violence and rebellion were widely viewed as expressions of love. Pelletier concludes by showing why the discourse ends with Brown. " [N] o longer a rhetorical construct but a reality, " sentimental apocalypticism seemed unacceptable to mainstream abolitionists (156). And it dwindled away.
Apocalyptic Sentimentalism is an important, carefully articulated work. Above all, its wealth of quotations abundantly proves the central claim and documents an important and under-acknowledged strand of thought. Its arguments are well situated in scholarship on sentimentalism in general, readings of each of the authors in particular, and the Puritan tradition in America.
The same is true of The Altar at Home: Sentimental Literature and NineteenthCentury American Religion. Stokes's book is thoroughly grounded in the history of antebellum religion and in scholarship on sentimentalism. Like Pelletier, Stokes wants to return our attention to the religiosity of sentimental literature, but her argument is quite different. She contends that readers notice the religion in sentimentalism but mistakenly view it as colorless-"unassertive and retiring" (Ann Douglas), "determinedly nonintellectual" (David S. Reynolds), and theologically vacant (qtd. in Stokes 1). Stokes insists that this is so because we have lost sight of the controversies embedded within it. Thus, while Pelletier restores attention to terror, Stokes restores it to doctrinal polemics. The works domesticate and thereby seem to naturalize arguments and beliefs that in their day were quite unruly, raucous, and contestatory. These works seem non-sectarian to today's readers, but in restoring their contexts, Stokes reveals them to be partisan and polemical. Their spirit and values derive not from the dwindling influence of Calvinism but from phenomena like the explosive rise of Methodism, an egalitarian form of worship notable for its disorderly revivals, its embrace of women and common people as ministers, and its focus on congregational rather than clerical authority. Sentimentalism uproots the disruptive religious ideas it depicts and situates them in familiar domestic settings. Doing so creates a false impression that sentimental literature is a refuge from factionalism. Stokes aims to restore our attention to the disputes embedded within the seeming tranquillity of sentimentalism.
One of the polemics we have largely lost sight of is the anti-Catholic core of sentimental literature. Sentimentalism generally represents Catholicism as hierarchical, undemocratic, and hostile to independent thought and practiceun-American, in other words. The non-denominational, ecumenical scenes that typify sentimentalism, which raise few eyebrows today, would have been understood then as a united Protestant front against Catholicism. Similarly, the manifold scenes of Bible reading, Stokes shows, are in fact polemical, insofar as Catholicism was widely viewed as being opposed to Bible reading and the free religious thought associated with it. Indeed, we learn that the American Bible Society was founded to combat Catholicism, which it did by distributing copies of the King James Bible-an activity that inspired such Catholic outrage that at one point a priest burned copies of it, unleashing national fury.
Another polemic embedded in sentimental literature is its valorization of women's moral authority. Sentimentalism allows women to instruct others in proper behaviors and assume a voice of public commentary at a time when few other such venues existed. Indeed, sentimental authors assumed a ministerial role and were increasingly seen as qualified to interpret divine will. Their texts were praised for their ability to prepare readers emotionally for conversion. As Stokes shows, this value both responds to and promotes ongoing transformations in religious doctrine. Whereas former generations of Calvinist thinkers had disparaged the emotions in favor of cool intellectualism, the Second Great Awakening promoted emotional forms of religious thought. In this context, women increasingly were seen as legitimate religious spokespersons, and sentimentalism offered them a public place to showcase their own religious thoughts. As Stokes shows in her impressively researched history of the rise of hymnody, writing, editing, and disseminating hymns was an important way that sentimentalism gave voice and authority to women. It was particularly fascinating to read that editors of hymn collections scoured the countryside looking for women poets whose unpublished devotional works might be turned into hymns; among these was the now-famous hymn "Steal Away to Jesus. "
A third way sentimentalism is polemical involves providing a platform for some of the new religious sects that proliferated in antebellum America, including the Millerites, the Mormons, later Christian Science, as well as growth and change in mainline denominations such as Methodism and New School Presbyterianism. Unruly in their origins, these sects were made more recognizable and respectable-and also less subversive-through the sentimental literatures that promoted them. Sentimentalism also promoted theological doctrines that had seemed heretical to Calvinists, such as Arminianism, the belief that salvation was not necessarily entirely contingent upon divine grace but rather could be promoted by human will and commitment. (This rise of this belief, Stokes shows, is consistent with American values.)
In a chapter titled "The Christian Plot: Stowe, Millennialism, and Narrative Form, " Stokes demonstrates that sentimental plots are themselves polemics, structured according to Christian beliefs, such as "the millennium, " as portrayed in the book of Revelation. All of the references to "the millennium" that today's readers hardly notice are involved in a debate between premillennialists and postmillennialists. Premillennialists believed that "society stands at the very threshold of obliteration, and the worsening of human affairs is regarded as a hopeful sign of the imminence of the millennium and the literal return of Christ to Earth" (108). Postmillennialists believed a thousand-year-long era of peace and prosperity was the true prequel to Judgment Day. Because we do not take these questions seriously today, we cannot appreciate some of the radical treatments of them in the sentimental literature we read. For example, Stowe brings a feminist angle to discussion of millennarianism by depicting Christian eschatology as inherently masculinist and misogynist. (Stokes cites Tina Pippin's assertion that in traditional representations, "The Apocalypse is not a safe space for women" [qtd. in Stokes 139].) But in Stowe's hands, sentimental apocalypticism imagines a positive and central role for women in eschatology.
Two final chapters summarize the way sentimental structures and tropes inform writings by Mormons and Christian Scientists. Both Mormon and Christian Science writings are clearly indebted to and structurally related to sentimental literature, promoting home and mother and frequently citing important precursor texts like The Wide, Wide World and Uncle Tom's Cabin. Citing Mary Baker Eddy's "tireless enlistment of sentimental rhetoric and tropes, " Stokes demonstrates that "sentimental poems were included in the Christian Science hymnal" and that Eddy's own life story was transformed "into sectarian typology. " In other words, "Eddy's own literary habits and narratives became that of the Christian Science church. " Thus, "Eddy helped channel sentimentalism into an institutionalized, organized religion in which some core sentimental ideals-the transformational power of love, the sacred import of the home, and the belief that women will usher in the new age-became theological doctrine" (186).
As readers turn to the religious dimensions of sentimentalism, they can
